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ABSTRACT
A comprehensive study of feature evolution during high density plasma etching
has been conducted. Polycrystalline silicon nested trench, isolated trench, nested
line, isolated line, and window profiles were examined. Source powers of 250,
500, and 750 W, bias powers of 150, 250, and 350 W, pressures of 2, 10, 25, and 50
mTorr, and Cl2, HBr, and HCl feedgases were utilized. A strong correlation was
found between sidewall contour and microtrench shape. Si02-masked and
maskless crystalline silicon profiles were examined to elucidate the role of mask
charging on microtrench formation. No charging effects were observed in the
resultant profiles. Sensitivity of HBr etching to oxygen addition in the plasma as
well as faceting of the silicon lines was also examined.
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1 Introduction
High density plasma etching processes are heavily relied upon in the
semiconductor industry to transfer patterns into material layers. These processes
are utilized to define transistor gate stacks, carve out trenches for device
isolation, and open wiring contacts between layers. In fact, plasma processes
account for nearly 25 percent of all processing steps. As the industry continues
to push toward smaller feature dimensions, increased control over the plasma
etching process is necessary. Specifically, an understanding of the anomalies that
develop within features - such as microtrenching, bowed sidewalls, and
undercutting - will be necessary to design future generation etching tools and
processes. The current system of "trial-and-error" process development will no
longer be effective as second and third order plasma effects will demand
attention. There are plenty of these effects occurring to merit review.
1.1 Brief Overview
This thesis project takes a detailed look at the feature evolution process
during typical industrial etching conditions. Many different types of feature
evolution phenomena have been observed, and almost equally many
mechanisms for their formation have been proposed. Experimental studies were
undertaken to provide a large data set of feature profiles created under typical
commercial etching conditions.
The remainder of Section 1 provides a brief introduction to integrated circuit
manufacturing and plasma etching processes. Section 2 presents research to date
on the feature evolution process of relevance to this work. The proposed
mechanisms for feature anomaly formation are outlined. The context of the
current experimental studies is presented, along with the thesis objective.
Section 3 contains a discussion of experimental setup and sample fabrication.
Results of a comprehensive study of feature evolution during polycrystalline
silicon etching are presented and discussed in Section 4. Results of a series of
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experiments designed to elucidate the role of mask charging are reported in
Section 5. An examination of the role of oxygen, feature faceting, and neutral/ion
flux ratio in feature evolution is contained in Section 6. A summary and
conclusions are contained in Section 7. Polysilicon and crystalline silicon
profiles are archived Appendices A and B, respectively.
1.2 Introduction to Etching
The fabrication of integrated circuits is essentially an iterative process of
depositing a material film on a substrate, patterning that film, and then
transferring that pattern to an underlying layer through an etching process.
In its simplest form, etching involves the chemical erosion of a surface, a
timeless skill that had ancient applications. As early as 1000 AD, the Hokokam
Indians of Arizona were able to etch artistic patterns in seashells using an acetic
acid solution, masked with pitch (Haury, 1967). Unfortunately, a purely
chemical etching process is highly isotropic, etching just as far laterally (under a
feature) as vertically. While this was acceptable for older generations of IC
fabrication, such an isotropic etch cannot stand up to the industry's current
demands. Sputter etching, bombarding a surface with energetic ions that liberate
surface atoms, provides the necessary anisotropy as ions can be accelerated
directly towards the surface normal. Sputter etching rates, however, tend to be
very low. Therefore, the use of reactive species is needed to enhance the etching
process. The synergistic relationship among the different species in a plasma -
reactive neutrals, ions, and electrons - has been shown to dramatically increase
the etching rates of either chemical etching or ion bombardment alone (Coburn,
1979). An illustration of plasma etching is shown in Fig. 1.1.
-10-
plasma
*positive ion
o electron
Figure 1.1 Plasma Etching
The synergistic relationship between ions, electrons, and reactive neutrals is
utilized to yield high anisotropic etching rates.
1.3 High Density Plasma Etching
Low pressure, high density plasma sources (with electron densities of 1011
to 1013 cm-3) are favored in IC manufacturing due to the increased control
offered. The lower pressure (0.001 to 10 mTorr) reduces collisions in the gas
phase, improving ion directionality. Additionally, high density plasma sources
allow for greater linewidth control by offering the ability to independently
control the ion flux and ion energy by varying the power to the plasma source
and wafer chuck (Lieberman, 1993). There are many types of high density
plasma sources, which differ in how the plasma itself is generated. Etching for
the completion of this thesis work will take place using a transformer-coupled
plasma source, manufactured by the Lam Research Corporation.
1.4 Profile Evolution Phenomenon
Nonideal feature profiles are frequently observed during plasma etching.
Bowed or angled sidewalls can take the place of the desired straight, vertical
- 11 -
sidewall. Microtrenches, sometimes called arches or dovetails, are often
observed at or near the feature sidewall. The masking layer, usually photoresist
or an Si0 2 hardmask, can become undercut as the underlying material is
isotropically etched away. The top of features can develop an angled facet that
etches faster than the vertical etching rate of the material, broadening the facet.
Schematic illustrations of these phenomena are shown in Fig. 1.2.
Oxide,),
Mask
Si >'
ARDE Trench Bottoms - flat, faceted, round
Sidewalls can
taper, bow, or
undercut
Figure 1.2 Profile Anomalies
As the industry pushes to smaller feature sizes, a broader understanding
of the mechanisms that cause these nonideal profiles is essential to maintain
robust anisotropic etching processes. Following is a more detailed description of
these feature anomalies and current theories about the mechanisms that cause
them.
1.4.1 Aspect Ratio Dependent Etching
Aspect Ratio Dependent Etching (ARDE), is the phenomenon wherein
etching rates vary with aspect ratio, the ratio between a feature depth and width.
This behavior is clearly undesirable if a certain etch depth needs to be obtained
for features of varying widths on one wafer. ARDE is most often explained by
geometric shadowing (Gottscho, 1992; Shaqfeh, 1989; Ulacia, 1988; Westerheim,
1995). Neutral species, necessary for etching to occur, have an isotropic
distribution at the wafer surface. The bottoms of higher aspect ratio features have
less visibility to the plasma. Therefore, the flux of neutrals is decreased at the
bottoms of high aspect ratio features, which results in a lower etching rate.
-12-
The inverse effect, where high aspect ratio features etch more rapidly, has
also been noted under certain plasma conditions (Hwang, 1996). This has been
attributed to several mechanisms. Scattering of ions as well as trapping
desorption, in which atoms which have reached thermal equilibrium are released
from the surface, in the confined space of a high aspect ratio feature may cause
an increased etching rate at the bottom of that feature (Hwang, 1996). Inverse
ARDE has also been explained by looking at the competition between etching
and deposition within a feature. As etching occurs, sputtered material or etching
products can deposit or redeposit on the feature surface. These deposits can slow
etching rate. At some plasma conditions with low bias powers, and therefore
low ion energies, this deposition could be sufficiently suppressed within a trench
as to allow the high aspect ratio features to etch faster than their low aspect ratio
counterparts (Westerheim, 1995).
1.4.2 Microtrenching
Microtrenches are frequently observed at feature bottoms (Hoekstra, 1998;
Hwang, 1996; Nguyen, 1991; Sato, 1985; Westerheim, 1995). This phenomenon is
often attributed to off-angle ions reflecting at grazing angles from feature
sidewalls. Reflected ions become "focused" in the area of the microtrench,
creating a localized area with an accelerated etching rate. A diagram of ion
reflection is shown in Fig. 1.3a. In order to generate the amount of
microtrenching typically seen, this mechanism requires a source of off-normal
ion bombardment. These off-normal ions may simply result from variations in
the ion angular distribution in the plasma. Additionally, ion trajectories may be
skewed in the local electric field created by a negatively charged insulating mask
layer (Arnold, 1991; Hwang, 1998; Murakawa, 1994; Schaepkens, 1998). This
mechanism would provide another source of off-normal ions within the trench to
impact, and be focused by, feature sidewalls. A schematic of this is shown in Fig.
1.3b. Ions arrive at the wafer with a narrow angular distribution, after having
been accelerated across the plasma sheath. Conversely, electrons are decelerated
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by the plasma sheath, resulting in a more isotropic distribution. As more
electrons than ions impinge on an insulating sidewall, a negative charge can
accumulate. This creates an electric field that can divert the path of incoming
ions toward the sides of the feature.
positive ion
o electron
Insulating mask layer
Si substrate
(b)(a)
Figure 1.3 Mechanisms for Microtrench Formation
(a) Ions can reflect off of tapered or bowed sidewalls. (b) Ions may be steered by
a negatively-charged insulating mask layer.
Another mechanism that could contribute to the formation of a
microtrench is the diffusion of neutral species to the trench corner (Gerodolle,
1991; Sato, 1985). Neutrals incident on the sidewall of a trench have a lower
probability of reaction, due to the lack of ion bombardment on the sidewalls.
These unreacted neutrals could diffuse toward the corner of a trench, causing an
area of increased etching yield.
1.4.3 Sidewall Tapering and Bowing
Instead of the ideal vertical sidewall profiles, feature sidewalls can be angled
or bowed. This is detrimental to linewidth control. For instance, if a constant
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area needs to be opened at the bottom of a feature (such as is the case in contact
or via etching), more chip area is required to open that contact when the
sidewalls taper inwards. There are, once again, several possible mechanisms for
the development of the taper or bow in the sidewall.
The ion trajectories within the trench could be responsible for the sidewall
shape (Hwang, 1996). Ions that scatter off of the developing feature sidewall or
top can contribute to its nonideal shape. Another mechanism is the deposition
and redeposition that occurs within a feature. As etching progresses, etching
products can be deposited on the wafer either after they are produced in the
trench or from the plasma itself. As this deposition builds in the feature, it can
accumulate on the sidewalls, causing a taper (Westerheim, 1995).
Furthermore, if the mask layer were to laterally erode, a greater width of
substrate material would gradually be exposed to the plasma. This, too, will
result in a sidewall taper.
1.4.4 Faceting
Etching recipes are chosen to have a high selectivity to the masking layer.
The desired material (i.e., silicon) is etched while the masking layer (i.e. oxide)
remains intact. While minimal chemical etching of the masking layer is expected,
energetic ion bombardment will cause sputtering of the material. Faceting is a
common phenomenon in physical sputtering processes. For these processes,
etching yields reach a maximum at a specific angle of incidence, typically
between 40'-70' due to the enhanced momentum transfer of an incoming ion at
grazing incidence angles (Chapman, 1980). When presented with a corner
(actually a rounded edge), the sputter process will "select" this preferred angle,
which etches faster than the rest, and a facet will develop. This accelerated
etching can unexpectedly remove the masking layer, and expose portions of the
underlying film.
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1.5 Computational Modeling
Many compter models have been created that selectively incorporate various
etching mechanisms in order to reproduce experimental feature profiles etched
in specific materials under specific plasma conditions. Models typically treat the
developing profile either as a series of line segments (Dalton, 1993; Gerodolle,
1991; Ulacia, 1989; Zheng, 1995) or a discrete set of cells containing a defined
number of particles (Chang, 1998; Hwang, 1996). In the line segment case,
localized etching rates are calculated according to the mechanisms allowed in the
simulator. Often a separate simulator is utilized to calculate the initial angular
distribution of ions. The difficulties with this approach include precisely
calculating and verifying the initial ion angular distribution, the calculation of
ion scattering angles, and computational issues associated with the movement of
the string-line profile. The discrete-cell approach allows the simulator to track
one incoming particle at a time, monitoring its reflections or reactions. This
enables the incorporation of a more accurate physical model, as more
mechanisms can be tracked.
By slightly adjusting the unknown free parameters, these simulators are all
able to arrive at qualitative agreement with experimental profiles. Quantitative
agreement with experimental profiles over a wide array of plasma conditions,
however, has yet to be attained. A complete simulator requires detailed input
about the physics of the plasma under question (including electron temperature,
ion density and ion angular distribution) as well as the angular dependence of
etching yields and chemical rate coefficients. These parameters are often difficult
to obtain for a given chemistry and plasma condition, let alone for the wide
spectrum of conditions and chemistries of interest. The ability to determine the
sensitivity of profile evolution to these parameters would be extremely valuable
in developing an efficient simulator.
-16-
2 Previous Work
A wealth of research has been completed to date in an effort to better
understand the feature evolution process. Below is a brief synopsis of this effort,
grouped into a discussion of work related to observing feature anomalies,
determining the angular dependence of etching yields, and etching with oxygen
added to the plasma.
2.1 Observing Feature Anomalies
Sato, et al recorded the phenomenon of microtrenching as early as 1985
(Sato, 1985). They observed both undercutting and mictrotrenching in silicon
trenches during reactive ion etching with chlorine plasmas. They attributed the
undercut or bowing to severe off-angle ion bombardment. The microtrench
formation was attributed to the diffusion of neutral species creating a sharp
crevice at the trench corner and subsequent faceting of that crevice.
Ohki, et al attributed the undercutting of silicon trench sidewalls to
reflections off the neighboring SiO 2 mask layer (Ohki, 1987). The location and
severity of the undercut correlated with the angle of the neighboring mask and
width of the trench.
Nguyen, et al attributed microtrenching in reactive ion etching of
polysilicon with chlorine plasmas to ion reflection from bowed sidewalls
(Nguyen, 1991). The source of grazing-angle sidewall ion bombardment was
variations in the ion angular distribution arising from ion-neutral collisions in
the sheath.
Dalton, et al observed microtrenches a small distance away from the
sidewall when etching polysilicon over a thin gate oxide layer (Dalton, 1993).
The microtrenches were attributed to an added ion flux near the corners of the
trenches, arising from the ion angular distribution in the plasma and reflections
from the photoresist mask.
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Hoekstra, et al also attributed observed microtrenching during chlorine
plasma etching of silicon to specular reflection from sidewalls (Hoekstra, 1998).
Furthermore, model results predict microtrench sensitivity to ion angular
distribution, mask angle, and the angular dependence of etching yield.
Recent oxide etching experiments conducted by Schaepkens, et al have
borne out the existence of a differential charging effect during SiO 2 etching
(Schaepkens, 1998). By generating a small magnetic field during etching, thereby
steering more electrons toward one side of the mask layer, asymmetric
microtrenching was observed.
Hwang, et al modeled charging effects during chlorine plasma etching of
silicon (Hwang, 1998). Slight profile changes were found with the addition of the
charging mechanism that worsened when large electron temperatures (8 eV) and
high mask aspect ratios were used.
Mahorowala observed microtrenching across a wide area of plasma
conditions during the etching of photoresist-masked silicon in HBr and Cl2
plasmas (Mahorowala, 1998). A Monte Carlo simulation program was
developed to obtain a good qualitative agreement with the experimental profiles.
2.2 Determining the Angular Dependence of Etching Yield
The angular dependence of etching yield is an important parameter for
profile simulators, especially those that take into account off-normal ion
bombardment or reflection. In order to understand the total profile evolution
process, and to be able to model the process, the angular etching yield as well as
how that yield varies with ion energy, neutral/ion flux ratio, and chemistry
needs to be known. In commercial high density plasma etching systems,
however, precise measurements of vital plasma parameters such as electron
temperature, ion density, neutral/ion flux ratio, and bias voltage are often
difficult, if not impossible, to obtain. Each of the parameters available to the
process designer (typically source power, bias power, pressure, and flow rate)
will alter more than one of these plasma parameters, making even trends
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difficult to establish. For this reason, ion beams are often utilized to simulate the
plasma processing environment while retaining precise control of the relevant
fluxes and energies. These studies, along with molecular dynamics simulations,
have begun to elucidate the complex relationship between ion flux, neutral flux,
ion energy, and etching yield. Several relevant studies are presented below.
Barone and Graves (Barone, 1995) identify two mechanisms for etching
during high density plasma processes, adapted from Coburn and Winters
(Winters, 1992). The first, physical sputtering, is defined as the ejection of an etch
product during the collision cascade initiated by an incoming ion, regardless of
whether or not a chemical reaction occurred during that collision cascade to form
the etch product. The yield of this mechanism will be dependent on the
momentum transfer to the surface, and therefore will exhibit a maximal angle.
The second mechanism is a chemical sputtering mechanism, defined to be a
mechanism where weakly-bound products are formed during the collision
cascade. These weakly-bound products can then desorb thermally, or later
sputter physically. Note that in the case of physical sputtering, the main role of
ions is to remove products via the collision cascade. When the chemical
sputtering mechanism is dominant, the main role of energetic ions is to increase
the rate of product formation. Barone and Graves invoked these mechanisms to
analyze the chemical and physical sputtering of fluorinated silicon. As the
fluorination increased, the chemical sputtering yields increased, eventually
dominating those of physical sputtering.
Coburn also observed a shift in the relative importance of physical sputtering
with changing neutral/ion flux ratio during the etching of silicon by Ar+ ions in
the presence of Cl2 (Coburn, 1994). The relative role of physical sputtering
decreased as the neutral/ion flux ratio was increased.
Mayer, et al obtained an angular etching yield curve, through ion beam
experiments, for 400 eV Cl+ ions etching silicon in the presence of neutral C12
(Mayer, 1982; Mayer, 1981). The curve was constant through about 400, then
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decreased out to 900. They adopted a chemically enhanced physical sputtering
model to explain the etching behavior. The lack of a peak at -50', typical for
sputtering processes, was explained by the existence of an increased yield at
normal incidence angles due to an increased roughening of the surface.
Chang, et al obtained a similar etching yield curve, again in ion beam
experiments, with 35 eV Cl+ ions etching polysilicon in the presence of Cl atoms,
at a neutral/ion flux ratio of 200 (Chang, 1997; Chang, 1997). Again, the lack of a
usual etching yield peak was explained by the increased roughening of the
normal surface. Also, the competition between physical and chemical sputtering
mechanisms was noted.
While neither Chang nor Mayer measured a angular peak in etching yield
during their beam experiments, variation in the angular dependence of etching
yield with plasma parameters during high density plasma etching has also been
observed in realistic plasma environments. Several teams have designed
experimental methods for deriving an angular etching yield curve for a given
plasma condition.
Kapur, et al developed a method to extract the angular sputter yield from
experimental etches (Kapur, 1998). They etched a curved oxide surface that
presented all angles to the plasma. The resultant structure exhibited several
angles which were used to extract the angular etch yield curve.
Hedlund, et al also developed a method for experimentally extracting the
angular etch yield curve (Hedlund, 1996). In this case, various orientations of
silicon were wet etched in a variety of solutions, providing a plethora of angled
surfaces. The etching rate of these angled surfaces was then measured in the
desired plasma condition. Variations in angular dependence were found with
plasma parameter (Hedlund, 1997). The normalized etching rate of polysilicon at
54.7' in a 5 mTorr Cl2 plasma was found to increase from below the expected
cosine dependence to well above it as the bias power was increased in the
reactor.
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2.3 Etching with 02 Addition
The presence of a passivation layer will also affect profile evolution. A
variety of studies have been undertaken to analyze the surface layer during and
after plasma etching. Several such studies relevant to the thesis work, dealing
with 02 plasma addition, are outlined below.
Bestwick, et al examined the affect of 02 addition in HBr plasmas on
polysilicon etching (Bestwick, 1990). In a pure HBr plasma, X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) analysis demonstrated that the reaction layer was on the
order of one monolayer thick. Adding 2 percent 02 to the HBr plasma, however,
yielded an SiOx dominated reaction layer that was approximately 2 nm thick.
The layer did not change in thickness or composition with increasing 02
addition, up to 50%.
Nishikawa, et al analyzed the surface of silicon samples during etching with
C12 /0 2 and HBr/02 plasmas using Fourier transform infrared absorption
spectroscopy (Nishikawa, 1996). They found that oxides were more easily
formed on the Si sidewalls during HBr/02 etching than during C12 /0 2 etching.
From this analysis, and measurements of the gas phase, they concluded that the
etching mechanisms were quite different in HBr/0 2 plasmas than C12 /0 2
plasmas.
Bell, et al utilized XPS to observe a chlorine-rich oxide layer on polysilicon
sidewalls during etching with an HBr/Cl2/02 mixture (Bell, 1997). The thickness
of this layer varied from 1-3 nm. It was found that as little as 5 sccm 02 added to
50 sccm HBr and 30 sccm C12 was sufficient to eliminate sidewall bowing and
notching.
Kuroda, et al observed an increase in poly-Si etching rates in HBr plasmas
as the 02 concentration was increased from 0% to 25%, followed by a dramatic
decrease as the concentration increased to 30% (Kuroda, 1998). Using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), they identified an SiBrx0y layer formed
during etching. The thickness of this layer corresponded to the etching rate
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behavior. The thickness increased slightly to about 1.2 nm through 12% 02
concentration, then decreased to 0.9 nm at an 02 concentration of 25%, and
increases to 2.37 nm at 30%.
2.4 Project Context
A wide array of data are available on the chemical and physical processes
occurring during etching. Little has been done, however, to relate this data to the
actual profile evolution process. A comprehensive set of experimental profiles is
necessary to quantify the changes in feature evolution for different plasma
parameters.
Vyvoda, et al recently completed an experimental study of feature evolution
in bulk crystalline silicon (c-Si) etching through a silicon dioxide hardmask
(Vyvoda, 1998). The study reported the evolution of feature profiles etched
under a full-factorial set of C12 plasma conditions as well as one HBr plasma
condition. The plasma variables examined in the study were source power, bias
power, and pressure. Observations made in the study were largely consistent
with the mechanism of ion focusing off of bowed feature sidewalls. In some
plasma conditions, resultant profiles seemed to indicate that charging of the
insulating hardmask influenced the trench profile. Additionally, the HBr plasma
produced a trench with vertical sidewalls and a flat feature bottom while the
analogous Cl2 plasma condition showed acute microtrenching at the feature
bottom.
2.5 Thesis Objective
The objective of this thesis is to provide an experimental data set of profiles
etched under a wide variety of industrially-relevant plasma conditions. The
observed profile evolution trends will be analyzed with respect to observations
made in the literature, and with an eye towards information that would enhance
the performance of a computational profile evolution model. Furthermore, this
work seeks to demonstrate the relative roles of various mechanisms in
microtrench formation, specifically that of mask charging.
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3 EXPERIMENT
The equipment and samples used throughout the course of this work are
described below. Section 3.1 contains a description of the high density plasma
etcher used to etch all the profiles examined in this study. Section 3.2 describes
the fabrication of all the material stacks examined. Section 3.3 explains how the
profiles were analyzed.
3.1 LAM 9400SE
Etching of all samples in this study was performed on a Lam TCP 9400SETM
high density plasma etching system. A photograph of the system is shown in
Fig. 3.1, and the source is shown schematically in Fig. 3.2.
A high density plasma was generated by a 305 mm diameter flat coil antenna
TCP Dielectric Turbo
Coil Window Pump
Figure 3.1 LAM 9400SET M
powered at 13.56 MHz. The substrate was biased by an independently
controlled 13.56 MHz power supply. Wafers were electrostatically clamped to a
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substrate holder and He backside cooling was used to maintain the chuck
temperature at 60'C.
12"
TCP Coil 
Mt
Dielectric
Window
PL A k 13.56 MHz
Wafer
Wafer to
Electrostatic Spacina = 5.5"
Chuck 13.56 MHz
Figure 3.2 TCP Plasma Source
3.2 Sample Preparation
The fabrication of film stacks used in this study is outlined below.
Basically, crystalline silicon wafers were prepared with (Section 3.2.1) and
without (Section 3.2.2) SiO 2 masks, as well as with W masks (Section 3.2.3).
Additionally, SiO2-masked and maskless polycrystalline samples were fabricated
(Section 3.2.4).
3.2.1 SiO2-Masked Samples
Boron-doped (2 x 1015 cm-3) crystalline silicon (100) wafers 150 mm in
diameter were used as substrates. SiO2-masked samples were fabricated from
5000 k-thick SiO 2 films deposited by plasma enhanced low-pressure chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) patterned in CHF3/SF 6 plasmas using photoresist
masks. The profile of the SiO 2 mask after etching is shown for a 0.6 ptm coded
nested feature in Fig. 3.3. The mask forms an angle of 830 with the surface
normal. This angle is constant across feature size and type.
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Figure 3.3: Hardmask Profile
Cross-sections of 0.6 Im hardmask profiles before Si etching.
3.2.2 Maskless Samples
Samples etched without an insulating mask (maskless) were fabricated
from the above Si02-masked samples with further processing. An initial etch
was performed on the Si02-masked wafers with 80 sccm HBr, 500 W source
power, 150 W bias power, and 10 mTorr chamber pressure. The resultant profile
for a 0.6 ptm coded nested trench is shown in Fig. 3.4a. The trenches have
straight sidewalls and flat bottoms. The Si0 2 mask was then stripped in aqueous
hydrofluoric acid. The resultant feature is shown in Fig. 3.4b for a 0.6 [tm coded
nested trench. The straight sidewalls and flat trench bottoms are preserved,
along with a sharp corner at the top of the trench. These maskless features were
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then propagated further into the silicon by etching with the desired plasma
condition. As shown schematically in Fig. 3.4c, both the top and bottom of the
features etch.
(a) _ _ _ _(b)
(c)
Figure 3.4: Maskiess Sample Fabrication
(a) SiO2-masked 0.6 gm nested trenches, after etching with 80 sccm HBr, 500 W
source power, 150 W bias power, and 10 mTorr chamber pressure for 270s. (b)
Similar features after mask stripping in aqueous hydrofluoric acid. (c) Schematic
illustration of maskless feature propagation.
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unit cell -
Figure 3.5 Unit Cell Pattern for Scanning Electron Microscopy
3.2.3 Tungsten-masked samples
Wafers were also prepared using tungsten (W) as a mask material. A
5000 A W/400 A TiN (etch stop layer) stack was deposited onto Si(100) wafers.
The pattern structure was etched into the W with an SF6 plasma and using
photoresist mask material. The top of the Si(100) was slightly roughened during
etching in the SF6 plasma.
3.2.4 Polysilicon Samples
Crystalline silicon wafers, Si(100), 150 mm in diameter were used as
substrates. SiO 2 films 1000 A thick were thermally grown. Poly-Si films 1 ytm
thick were deposited and then annealed at 500'C to achieve a polycrystalline
rather than amorphous structure. SiO 2 films 5000 A thick were deposited by
plasma enhanced low pressure CVD and patterned in CHF3/SF 6 plasmas using
photoresist masks. The resulting patterned oxide was used as a hardmask
during the etching of the underlying poly-Si.
3.3 Profile Analysis
The resultant profiles were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy. The
test pattern, shown in Fig. 3.5, consisted of nested lines, nested trenches, isolated
trenches, and isolated lines. Feature widths of 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.35, 0.32, and 0.30 tm
were examined.
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4 Comprehensive Overview of Profile Evolution
during Polycrystalline Silicon Etching
The effect of source power, bias power, chamber pressure, flow rate, and
feed gas composition on profile evolution during polycrystalline silicon etching
with an oxide hardmask was studied. The large resultant data set provides a
comprehensive look at feature evolution as plasma parameters are varied, and is
archived in Appendix A. This data set is valuable for evaluating the importance
of several proposed mechanisms for feature evolution, and validating
computational models. Section 4.1 details the experimental conditions. Section
4.2 presents the profiles, and analyzes the evolution process across source power,
bias power, pressure and feedgas composition for nested features, isolated
trenches, isolated lines, and windows. Section 4.3 summarizes the important
observations.
4.1 Experimental Conditions
The experimental variables studied were source power, bias power, chamber
pressure, feedgas composition and flow rate. Eight Cl2 plasma conditions and
one HBr plasma condition were investigated (Table 1, Conditions 1-9). They
include all combinations of source powers of 250 and 500 W, bias powers of 150
and 250 W, and pressures of 2 and 10 mTorr. The parameter space was extended
to include six more plasma conditions that highlighted the effect of each
parameter individually. Features 0.5 yim and 0.9 sm deep were etched under
these fifteen plasma conditions to investigate the effect of aspect ratio.
An etched feature is shown schematically in Fig. 4.1. Measurements were
taken of (1) the feature width, (2) dmain, the distance from the top of the hardmask
to the center of the trench, and (3) dmicro, the distance from the top of the
hardmask to the bottom of the microtrench. Using these measurements, two
etching rates (dmam/time and dmicro/time) and two corresponding aspect ratios were
calculated. The significance of these two measurements will be discussed in
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Section 4.2. The severity of the microtrench was quantified by expressing the
microtrench depth as a percentage of dmain.
Condition TCP Power Bias Power Pressure Chemistry Flow
(W) (W) (mTorr) (sccm)
1 250 150 2 C12  80
2 500 150 2 C12  80
3 250 250 2 C12  80
4 500 250 2 Cl2  80
5 250 150 10 C12  80
6 500 150 10 C12  80
7 250 250 10 Cl2  80
8 500 250 10 Cl2  80
9 500 150 10 HBr 80
10 500 350 10 Cl2  80
11 250 150 25 Cl2  80
12 250 150 50 C12  80
13 750 150 10 C12  80
14 500 150 10 HCl 80
15 500 150 10 Cl2  40
Table 1. Plasma Etching Conditions for Polycrystalline Study
SiO 2 mask
poly-Si
Ak AL
dmicro
width
Figure 4.1 Schematic illustration of measured trench features.
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4.2 Profiles
The collection of SEM data is displayed and discussed below with an eye
toward possible mechanisms. It is important to note that any profile slant or tilt
observed is not genuine, but rather an artifact of sample drift during the SEM
process.
4.2.1 Etching Rates and Aspect Ratio Dependent Etching (ARDE)
In the first eight chlorine plasma conditions, corresponding to the conditions
previously studied using c-Si, the effect of aspect ratio on etching rate was
examined in two ways. Two different aspect ratios were defined as the ratio of
the depth of a feature to its width: dmamn/w and dmicro/W (Fig. 4.1) and were
calculated for each trench. Fig. 4.2 shows the etching rate dependence on dman/W
(Fig. 4.2a) and dmicro/W (Fig. 4.2b) aspect ratios for nested features at 2 mTorr
under four different Cl2 plasma conditions. Fig. 4.3 contains the analogous plots
at 10 mTorr. The data contain scatter, and the lines drawn through the points are
meant to guide the eye. As expected, etching rates increased with increasing
source or bias powers due to increased ion flux and increased etching yield,
respectively. Significant ARDE was not observed either at 2 or at 10 mTorr. This
suggests that the geometric shadowing of neutrals, either at the feature center or
side, does not play a significant role under these plasma conditions.
4.2.2 Nested Trenches
All features - nested trenches, nested lines, isolated lines, isolated trenches,
and windows - exhibited similar qualitative profile development. Development
of the nested features will be discussed in detail, followed by an examination of
how the other features varied from this development. Figs. 4.4 through 4.7 show
feature profiles resulting from the full-factorial chlorine plasma experiment
(Table 1, Conditions 1-8). The horizontal axis represents source power. Profiles
etched with 250 W source power are shown on the left, and those etched with
500 W source power are on the right. The vertical axis represents bias power.
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Figure 4.2: Etch Rate vs. Aspect Ratio at 2 mTorr calculated using (a) dmain and
(b) dmicro.
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Figure 4.3: Etch Rate vs. Aspect Ratio at 10 mTorr calculated using (a) dmain and
(b) dmicro.
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Profiles etched while 150 W bias power was applied are shown at the bottom,
and those etched while 250 W bias power was applied are on top.
A
LC
CS
250W Source 500W Source
Figure 4.4: Cross-sections of 0.60 ytm nested trenches etched with different
2 mTorr, 80 sccm C12 plasma conditions.
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250W Source 500W Source
Figure 4.5: Cross-sections of 0.60 gm nested trenches etched with different
10 mTorr, 80 sccm Cl2 plasma conditions.
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Figure 4.6: Cross-sections of 0.35 ym nested trenches etched with different
2 mTorr, 80 sccm C12 plasma conditions.
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Figure 4.7: Cross-sections of 0.35 gm nested trenches etched with different
10 mTorr, 80 sccm C12 plasma conditions.
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Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 show 0.6 ptm features etched at 2 and 10 mTorr, respectively.
From these figures, it becomes clear that the shape of the feature bottom and
sidewall are closely related. Features that develop a sidewall bow with a second
point of inflection ("kink") near the bottom of the trench (Figs. 4.5a and 4.5c and
4.5d) also develop acute microtrenches ("grooves") in the trench bottoms.
Features that develop evenly tapered or bowed sidewalls (Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5b)
either develop rounded bottoms (Figs. 4.4a, 4.4b, and 4.5b) or bottoms with
broad microtrenches ("wedges", Figs. 4.4c and 4.4d). A schematic of trench
bottom and sidewall development, with accompanying definitions, is shown in
Fig. 4.8.
per Bow
Groove
Wedge
Bow
Figure 4.8: Schematic illustration of trench profiles and associated
terminology.
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This correlation between sidewall development and microtrench behavior is
consistent with the mechanism of ion reflection. The development of the feature
sidewall may cause ions to "focus" at the trench bottom in different ways. A
more acute sidewall angle or kink may focus reflecting ions to a smaller area,
causing grooves. The development of the sidewalls themselves is less easily
explained. Sidewall bowing and the sidewall kink that we observe has been
attributed to the different deposition mechanisms that occur during etching
combined with off-normal ion bombardment of the sidewall (Lii, 1990; Tuda,
1997). Sidewall kinks and grooves are observed at 10 mTorr and not at 2 mTorr.
This could be attributed to increased deposition within the trench at 10 mTorr as
well as the narrower ion angular distribution at the wafer.
A similar analysis holds for Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, where 0.35 [tm features are
shown at 2 and 10 mTorr, respectively. Again, it is observed that features with
kinked sidewalls (Figs. 4.7a, 4.7c, and 4.7d) also exhibit grooves at the trench
bottoms. Wedges overlap in 0.35 pm features, forming pyramidal trench bottoms
(Figs. 4.6a, 4.6c, and 4.6d). At narrower feature widths, we also observe
undercutting of the oxide hardmask (Figs. 4.6, 4.7b and 4.7d). This undercutting
has been attributed to ion scattering off the neighboring hardmask (Hwang, 1996;
Ohki, 1987). Ions scattering off the hardmask at a constant angle would impact
the sidewall of a neighboring feature. As the feature width shrinks, the ions
impact higher on the neighboring sidewall, causing the observed undercut. This
is further corroborated by the fact that no undercutting is observed in open areas,
as discussed in Section 4.2.4.
A more detailed discussion of the relationship between profile development
and the variables of pressure, source power, and bias power is undertaken
below.
4.2.2.1 Pressure
Chlorine etching at 2, 10, 25, and 50 mTorr was examined in this study.
Fig. 4.9 shows cross-sections of 0.35 im nested trenches etched at 2, 10, 25, and
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50 mTorr with a constant 250 W source power, 150 W bias power, and 80 sccm
C12. The difference in trench profiles as chamber pressure was varied is striking.
At 2 mTorr wedges overlap, forming pyramids at the trench bottoms. At
10 mTorr, grooves are observed at trench bottoms in conjunction with kinked
sidewalls. At 25 mTorr trench bottoms are rounded. By 50 mTorr trench
sidewalls flare outward, bringing the trench bottom to a point. The mask
undercutting decreases as pressure increases from 2 to 10 mTorr and is
completely eliminated at 25 and 50 mTorr. Fig. 4.10 shows the average etching
rate and microtrench severity with rising pressure. The severity of the
microtrench was quantified, as defined in Section 4.1, such that "Percent
Microtrenching" = {(dmicro - dmain)/dmain} x 100. Etching rate is highest at 10
mTorr, and slowest at 2 and 50 mTorr. Microtrench severity is roughly the same
at 2 and 10 mTorr. At 25 mTorr, however, this metric becomes a misnomer as the
sidewall taper dominates the profile evolution and causes the trench sidewalls to
come to a point at 50 mTorr. Undercutting of the oxide hardmask is slight at
2 mTorr, increases at 10 mTorr, and is not observed at 25 or 50 mTorr. This
suggests that this phenomenon is insensitive to the angular distribution of
incoming ions. As pressure is increased to 50 mTorr, ions are more likely to
endure a collision within the sheath or presheath region, widening the angular
distribution. If a wider distribution caused more ions to be reflected at greater
angles from the neighboring hardmask, a greater undercut would be expected at
higher pressures. This is not borne out in the data. We suspect that the
increased redeposition of etch byproducts dominates at higher pressures and
prevents undercutting of the mask.
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10 mTorr
(a) (b)
25 mTorr 50 mTorr
(c) (d)
Figure 4.9: Cross-sections - Profile Evolution vs. Pressure
Cross-sections of 0.35 im nested trenches etched with 250 W source power, 150
W bias power, 80 sccm C12, and (a) 2 mTorr, (b) 10 mTorr, (c) 25 mTorr,
(d) 50 mTorr chamber pressure.
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Figure 4.10: Etching Rate and Microtrench Severity vs. Pressure
Average etching rate and microtrench severity for varying chamber pressures
and 250 W source power, 150 W bias power, 80 sccm C12.
4.2.2.2 Source Power
Fig. 4.11 shows the results of etching 0.60 ym features at 250, 500 and 750 W
source powers with a constant 150 W bias power, 10 mTorr and 80 sccm C12 .
Again, the correlation between microtrenching and sidewall shape is noted. At
250 W source power, the sidewall kink may focus ions to form a groove. The
more gradual sidewall bowing at 500 and 750 W may focus reflected ions to a
broader wedge. The increased ion flux at 500 and 750 W may be enough to
prevent deposition from causing a pronounced sidewall angle.
Fig. 4.12 shows plots of average etching rate and microtrench severity with
increasing source power and constant 150 W bias power, 10 mTorr, and 80 sccm Cl2.
As expected, increasing source power - and therefore increasing ion flux -increases
etching rates, even as the bias voltage decreases. The actual bias voltage could not be
directly measured on the etch tool used in this study. Microtrench severity falls at
750 W source power due to broadening and overlapping of microtrenches.
Fig. 4.13 shows 0.35 ptm features at 250, 500 and 750 W source powers with a
constant 150 W bias power, 10 mTorr and 80 sccm Cl 2. While there is no
undercutting of the oxide mask at 250 W source power, the undercutting
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becomes pronounced at 500 and 750 W source power. This suggests that the
undercutting phenomenon is sensitive to the flux of ions impinging on the
neighboring hardmask.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.11: Cross-sections - Profile Evolution vs. Source Power, 0.6 pm
Cross-sections of 0.60 sAm nested trenches etched with 150 W bias power,
10 mTorr chamber pressure, 80sccm C2, and (a)250 W source power, (b)500 W
source power, (c)750 W source power.
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Figure 4.12: Etching Rate and Microtrench Severity vs. Source Power
Average etching rate and microtrench severity for varying source powers and
150 W bias power, 10 mTorr chamber pressure, 80sccm Cl2.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.13: Cross-sections - Profile Evolution vs. Source Power, 0.35 pim
Cross-sections of 0.35 ym nested trenches etched with 150 W bias power,
10 mTorr chamber pressure, 80 sccm C12, and (a) 250 W source power, (b) 500 W
source power, (c) 750 W source power.
4.2.2.3 Bias Power
Chlorine etching with 150, 250, and 350 W bias power applied was examined
in this study. Fig. 4.14 shows cross-sections of 0.35 Im nested trenches etched
with 150, 250, and 350 W bias power applied and a constant 500 W source power,
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10 mTorr and 80 sccm C12. As was shown in Figs. 4.4-4.7, increasing bias power
broadens microtrenches and flattens trench bottoms. The flattening effect is even
more evident at 350 W bias power (Fig. 4.14c) and leads to complete elimination
of microtrenches. In contrast to the variation of other plasma parameters, the
change in microtrench profile with increasing bias power appears to be
independent of sidewall shape. This is shown in Fig. 4.14c, where a markedly
bowed sidewall is accompanied by a flat trench bottom. This suggests that the
effect of increasing bias power, and therefore increasing ion energy, dominates
the ion focusing mechanism. The angular distribution of ions at the wafer
surface becomes narrower as the bias power, and ion energy, increases (Zheng,
1995). Higher energy ions are less affected by collisions in the sheath or
presheath region. In a narrow ion angular distribution fewer ions impinge on,
and are focused by, the sidewall. This results in a flatter trench bottom. Fig. 4.15
summarizes this with plots of etching rates and microtrench severity as a
function of bias power. Etching rate increases while microtrench severity
decreases with rising bias power. Microtrench severity markedly decreases with
rising bias power.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.14: Cross-sections - Profile Evolution vs. Bias Power
Cross-sections of 0.35 yim nested trenches etched with 500 W source power,
10 mTorr chamber pressure, 80 sccm Cl2, and (a) 150 W bias power, (b) 250 W
bias power, (c) 350 W bias power.
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Figure 4.15: Etching Rate and Microtrench Severity vs. Bias Power
Average etching rate and microtrench severity for varying bias powers and
500 W source power, 10 mTorr chamber pressure, 80 sccm C12.
4.2.3 Isolated Trenches
Isolated trenches exhibited similar behavior to their nested trench
counterparts, except for slight variations in the microfeature profile. Isolated
trench bottoms always exhibited slightly wider, less severe microfeatures than
nested trenches. Fig. 4.16 shows two cases (Table 1, Conditions 1 and 3) of
0.35 sm isolated trenches. Comparing Figs. 4.6a and 4.16a reveal a slight
rounding of the isolated trench bottom compared to the nested trench in Fig. 4.6.
Isolated trenches also tended not to exhibit the grooves found at high source
power and pressure in nested trenches. This can be seen by comparing Fig. 4.7c
to Fig. 4.16b. This can, in part, be attributed to the lithographic fact that isolated
trenches were slightly wider than the nested features coded to the same width.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.16: Cross-sections of Isolated Trenches
Cross-sections of isolated trenches etched with (a) 250 W source power, 250 W
bias power, 2 mTorr chamber pressure, 80sccm Cl2; (b) 250 W source power,
150 W bias power, 10 mTorr, 80 sccm C12 .
4.2.4 Isolated Lines
Isolated lines contained the same microfeature profile at the base of the
line as 0.60 im nested features. The striking difference between isolated line
profiles and nested line profiles was the lack of mask undercutting in isolated
lines under any plasma condition. Fig. 4.17 shows the end of a group of nested
lines as well as an isolated line etched with 40 sccm C12, 10 mTorr, 500 W source
power, and 250 W bias power. On the open area side of the last nested line, the
oxide hardmask is not undercut. In contrast, the last nested line does undercut
the oxide mask on the nested area side. This is consistent with the mechanism of
ion reflection from the neighboring hardmask. In isolated lines, where there is
no neighbor, no undercutting is observed. The sidewall on the open area of this
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last nested line is identical to the sidewall of the isolated line, and not the nested
lines. Specifically, the nested line sidewalls are tapered while the isolated line
sidewalls are vertical with a slight flare at the bottom. This sidewall discrepancy
is shared across all conditions with mask undercutting and the accompanying
(a) (b)
tapered sidewalls.
Figure 4.17: Cross-Sections - Nested Area, Open Area, and Isolated Line
Cross-sections of (a) contrast between nested lines and open areas and (b)
isolated line etched with 40 sccm Cl2 , 500 W source power, 150 W bias power,
10 mTorr chamber pressure.
Figure 4.18 depicts two isolated lines (Fig. 4.18a and 4.18b correspond to
Table 1, Conditions 5 and 4, respectively). Comparing Fig. 4.18a with the
corresponding features in Figs. 4.5c and 4.7c, it is evident that the sidewall kink
and groove are maintained in the isolated line. The groove, however, is more
severe within the nested features. Comparing Fig. 4.18b with the corresponding
features in Figs. 4.4b and 4.6b, it is observed again that the sidewall bow and
feature bottom rounding is preserved in the open area. In this case the
elimination of mask undercutting in the isolated line can also be seen.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.18: Cross-sections: Isolated Lines
Cross-sections of isolated lines etched with (a)80 sccm Cl2, 250 W source power,
150 W bias power, 10 mTorr chamber pressure; (b) 80 sccm Cl2 , 500 W source
power, 250 W bias power, 2 mTorr chamber pressure.
4.2.5 Windows
Etched windows, or vias, possessed the same sidewall profiles as their nested
trench counterparts. The window bottom profile, however, tended to resemble
the isolated trench profile in that the severity of microfeatures was reduced
compared to the nested trenches. In fact, windows often had smoother, flatter
bottoms than even the isolated trenches. Fig. 4.19 shows two examples of
windows (Fig. 4.19a and 4.19b correspond to Table 1, Conditions 3 and 7,
respectively). Comparing Fig. 4.19a with the corresponding nested trench in 4.6a
and isolated trench in 4.16a, it is evident that the window feature bottom is more
rounded than its trench counterparts. In conditions where grooves were
observed in the nested trenches, windows exhibited similar profile development
(compare Fig. 4.19b with Figs. 4.5a and 4.7a).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.19: Cross-sections - Windows
Cross-sections of windows etched with (a) 250 W source power, 250 W bias
power, 2 mTorr chamber pressure, 80 sccm C12; (b) 250 W source power, 250 W
bias power, 10 mTorr, 80 sccm C12.
This is consistent with the fact that a window is a more "closed" feature. For
windows, the three-dimensional effects of ion reflection must be considered.
Under plasma conditions that result in broad microtrenches, the
three-dimensional ion focusing in windows could flatten the window bottoms
further, as the broad microtrenches can overlap in three dimensions. Under
plasma conditions that result in narrow grooves, however, no overlapping
occurs, and the three-dimensional effects fail to play a significant role.
4.2.6 Feed Gas Composition and Flow Rate
A single plasma etch step used in a production line often contains a complex
sequence of feed gases and feed gas mixtures. In this study, the effects of Cl2,
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HCl and HBr on feature profile evolution were investigated. Wafers were etched
at 500 W source power, 150 W bias power, and 10 mTorr pressure with Cl 2, HBr
and HCl plasmas. Cross-sections of 0.35 tm nested trenches etched under these
conditions are shown in Fig. 4.20. Trenches etched with HCl or HBr have much
flatter trench bottoms. Trenches etched by plasmas containing chlorine (Cl2 or
HCl) had tapered sidewalls with undercutting of the oxide hardmask. An
additional experiment was conducted to investigate the effect of Cl2 residence
time in the system and the Cl2 flow was reduced from 80 sccm to 40 sccm. The
resulting profile is shown in Fig. 4.20b. Any difference in the two profiles is
slight.
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Figure 4.20: Cross-sections - Profile Evolution vs. Feedgas Chemistry, Flow
Cross-sections of 0.35 ptm nested trenches etched with 500 W source power, 150
W bias power, 10 mTorr chamber pressure and (a) 80 sccm Cl2, (b) 40 sccm C12,
(c) 80 sccm HCl, (d) 80 sccm HBr.
Fig. 4.21 shows average etching rate and microtrench severity for different
feed gases. Etching rates were fastest in C12, slower in HCl, and slowest in an
HBr plasma. Microtrench severity was dramatically reduced in HCl and HBr
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plasmas. Further work, described in Section 5, was undertaken to investigate
these differences.
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Figure 4.21: Etching Rate and Microtrench Severity vs. Feedgas
Average etching rate and microtrench severity for varying feed gases, flows and
constant 500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 10 mTorr chamber pressure.
4.3 Summary
A fundamental study into feature evolution during the high density plasma
etching of polycrystalline silicon was conducted, duplicating and expanding a
sister study of crystalline silicon etching. Results are consistent between the two
studies, suggesting that the crystalline structure plays a limited role in profile
development during Cl 2 plasma etching.
Etching rates were found to increase as source power increased from 250 to
750 W, and as bias power increased from 150 to 350 W. Etching rates increased
as pressure increased from 2 to 10 mTorr and decreased as pressure was further
increased to 25 and 50 mTorr. Etching rates were highest in a Cl2 plasma, lower
in an HCl plasma, and lowest in an HBr plasma.
Microtrenching was found to be a strong function of plasma parameters.
Increasing source power from 250 to 750 W broadened microtrenches. Increasing
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bias power from 150 to 350 W eliminated microtrenching. Increasing pressure
qualitatively changed the shape of microtrenches from a wedge shape at
2 mTorr, to a groove at 10 mTorr. An acute sidewall flare at 25 and 50 mTorr
dominated the trench profile, eliminating any microtrenches. Microtrenches
were only observed in a Cl2 plasma, not during etching with either HCl or HBr.
Nested trenches, nested lines, isolated lines, isolated trenches, and windows
all exhibited the same qualitative profile development and trends across plasma
condition. Isolated trenches, however, exhibited less severe microtrenches. In
plasma conditions where nested features developed rounded bottoms or wedges,
windows exhibited even milder broad or rounded trench bottoms. In conditions
where nested features developed grooves, windows exhibited similar profile
development. Isolated lines exhibited qualitatively similar profile development
to nested features. However, undercutting of the hardmask was never observed
in isolated lines.
These observations are consistent with the mechanism of microtrench
formation by focusing ions off a tapered or bowed sidewall. Grooves were
always observed in conjunction with a sidewall kink near the bottom of the
trench. Rounded trench bottoms or wedges were observed in conjunction with
evenly tapered or bowed sidewalls. The exception to this is at high bias power,
where flat trench bottoms appeared in conjunction with bowed sidewalls.
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5 The Effect of Mask Charging on Profile Evolution
One main objective of this thesis was to identify the contribution of mask
charging to the profile evolution process. Towards this end, SiO2-masked and
maskless crystalline silicon samples were etched in C12 , HCl, and HBr plasmas
under the conditions listed in Table 2. By removing the insulating mask layer,
any charging effects will be eliminated. If charging significantly affected the
profile evolution process at these conditions, substantial differences in these
profiles would be noted. Results from Cl2 plasma etching are presented in
Section 5.1, followed by comparisons with etching in HCl and HBr plasmas in
Section 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
TCP Power Bias Power Pressure Chemistry Flow
(W) (W) (mTorr) (sccm)
250 150 2 C12  80
500 150 2 C12  80
250 150 10 Cl 2  80
500 150 10 Cl 2  80
500 150 2 HCl 80
500 150 10 HCl 80
500 150 2 HBr 80
500 150 10 HBr 80
Table 2 Plasma Etching Conditions for Charging Investigation
5.1 Cl 2 Etching
Nested trenches coded for 0.6 pm etched with a constant 150 W bias power
and 80 sccm C12 are shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. Features in Fig. 5.1 were etched
with a common 2 mTorr chamber pressure, and those in Fig. 5.2 were etched
with a common 10 mTorr chamber pressure. Figs. 5.1a, 5.1b, 5.2a, and 5.2b were
etched with 250 W source power, with (a) and without (b) an SiO 2 mask. Figs.
5.1c, 5.1d, 5.2c, and 5.2d were etched with 500 W source power, with (c) and
without (d) an SiO 2 mask. At either source power in Fig. 5.1, the profile is the
same with overlapping wedges at the trench bottom appearing in conjunction
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with a tapered sidewall, both with and without an SiO 2 mask. This wedge/taper
shape was typical of 2 mTorr profiles in Section 4. At either source power in Fig.
5.2, again, the grooves at the bottom of the trench, in conjunction with a bowed
sidewall that has a slight inflection point near the bottom of the trench, are
preserved with or without an SiO 2 mask. This, too, was typical of 10 mTorr
profiles in Section 4. At both 2 and 10 mTorr, slight faceting is observed on the
top of the silicon lines where there is no SiO 2 mask (Figs. 5.1b and d, 5.2d). This
faceting will be discussed further in Section 5.3.
VS
250m "" 20n(a) (b)
250nm 250nm
(c)
Figure 5.1 SiO 2-masked and Maskless Nested Trenches, 2 mTorr
Cross-sections of 0.6 gm nested features etched with 80 sccm Cl2,150 W bias
power, 2 mTorr chamber pressure and (a) 250 W source power, with SiO 2 mask;
(b) 250 W source power, maskless; (c) 500 W source power, with SiO 2 mask; (d)
500 W source power, maskless.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.2 SiO2-masked and Maskless Nested Trenches, 250 W Source Power
Cross-sections of 0.6 gm nested features etched with 80 sccm C12,150 W bias
power, 10 mTorr chamber pressure and (a) 250 W source power, with SiO 2 mask;
(b) 250 W source power, maskless; (c) 500 W source power, with SiO 2 mask; (d)
500 W source power, maskless.
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Profiles etched with 250 W source power, 250 W bias power, 10 mTorr
chamber pressure, and 80 sccm are shown in Fig. 5.3 with (5.3a) and without
(5.3b) an SiO 2 mask.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: SiO2-masked and Maskless Nested Trenches, 250 W bias power
Cross-sections of 0.6 pm nested trenches etched with 80 sccm C12, 250 W source
power, 250 W bias power, 10 mTorr chamber pressure (a) with an SiO 2 mask and
(b) maskless.
Once again, the profiles remain qualitatively the same with or without the
presence of an SiO 2 masking layer. The typical sidewall bow/groove
microtrench combination, documented in Section 4, is preserved regardless of
masking layer.
Fig. 5.4 shows a W-masked sample etched with 250 W source power,
150 W bias power, 10 mTorr chamber pressure, and 80 sccm C12. This etch will
isolate the effect of mask charging from simply the presence of a masking layer.
As seen by comparing Fig. 5.4 to Figs. 5.2a and 5.2b, microtrenching during
etching with a tungsten mask is similar, but less severe, than during etching with
an SiO 2 mask, or a maskless sample. The inability to uniformly clear the
tungsten layer, however, impacts these results. Mask residue, or roughened
silicon likely perturbs the trench profile as seen in Fig. 5.4. Considering these
complications, the general agreement between these profiles is meaningful.
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(a)
Figure 5.4: W-masked profile
Cross-section of 0.6 ptm nested trenches etched with 250 W source power, 150 W
bias power, 10 mTorr chamber pressure, and 80 sccm C12.
5.2 HC1 Etching
Nested trenches etched with 80 sccm HCl, 500 W source power, and 150 W
bias power are shown in Fig. 5.5. Figs. 5.5a and 5.5b were etched with 10 mTorr
chamber pressure. Fig. 5.5a shows 0.35 pm nested trenches etched through an
SiO 2 hardmask. Fig. 5.5b shows 0.6 im nested trenches etched with no
hardmask. Different coded feature widths are compared here so as to preserve
the aspect ratio in the comparison. The trenches have developed identically,
with or without a hardmask. The same bowed sidewalls result in a pyramidal
trench bottom, as the wedge microtrenches have overlapped. Figs. 5.5c and 5.5d
show coded 0.6 jim nested trenches etched with 2 mTorr chamber pressure, with
and without an SiO 2 hardmask, respectively. Here, bowed sidewalls are seen in
conjunction with flat (Fig. 5.5c) or slightly rounded (Fig. 5.5d) trench bottoms,
contrary to the established sidewall/trench bottom correlation where bowed
sidewalls typically result in a severe groove microtrench. This is likely a result of
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some aspect ratio dependent etching occurring at this condition. Although not
explicitly shown, the open areas etch faster in HCl plasmas at 2 mTorr than the
smaller features. Aspect ratio dependent etching suggests that the etching is
neutral-starved due to the geometric shadowing of neutral species (Gottscho,
1992), or recombination of neutrals at the trench walls. In this case, any added
ion flux at the bottom of the trench from a bowed or tapered sidewall would not
significantly enhance the local etching rate, suppressing microtrench formation.
Regardless, the trench develops independently of mask presence at 2 mTorr.
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Figure 5.5: SiO2-masked and Maskless Nested Trenches Etched with HCl
Cross-sections of nested features etched with 80 sccm HCl, 500 W source power,
150 W bias power, and (a) 10 mTorr chamber pressure, with SiO 2 mask (0.35 gm);
(b) 10 mTorr chamber pressure, maskless (0.6 pim); (c) 2 mTorr chamber pressure,
with SiO 2 mask (0.6 pm); (d) 2 mTorr chamber pressure, maskless (0.6 gm).
5.3 HBr Etching
Fig. 5.6 shows 0.6 gm nested trench profiles after etching with 80 sccm HBr,
500 W source power, and 150 W bias power. Figs. 5.6a and 5.6b were etched at
10 mTorr chamber pressure, with and without an SiO 2 hardmask, respectively.
Etching through an SiO 2 hardmask produces trenches with vertical sidewalls and
flat bottoms. Etching without an SiO 2 mask, however, yields trenches with
tapered sidewalls, wedges, and facets at the top of the silicon feature. Both
profiles shown in Fig. 5.6 exhibit the correlation between sidewall and trench
bottom shape found during Cl 2 plasma etching. However, the discrepancy
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between profiles in Fig. 5.6a and 5.6b is in stark contrast to the independence of
feature profile to mask presence observed during C12 and HCl etching. The
discrepancy is minimized when trenches are etched at 2 mTorr chamber
pressure, as shown in Figs. 5.6c and 5.6d, with and without an SiO 2 mask,
respectively. Here, a bowed sidewall yields a slightly rounded (5.6c) or trenched
(5.6d) bottom in each case. The lack of a severe discrepancy between these two
profiles, as exists at 10 mTorr in Figs. 5.6a and 5.6b, is simply hidden by the
aspect-ratio dependent nature of the etching process at 2 mTorr, detailed below.
(a) 333nm
~~5O5nm] MMI"=!!m5nm
(c) (d)
Figure 5.6 SiO2-masked and Maskless Nested Trenches Etched in HBr
Cross-sections of 0.6 pm nested features etched with 80 sccm HBr, 500 W source
power, 150 W bias power, and (a) 10 mTorr chamber pressure, with SiO 2 mask;
(b) 10 mTorr chamber pressure, maskless; (c) 2 mTorr chamber pressure, with
SiO 2 mask; (d) 2 mTorr chamber pressure, maskless.
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Fig. 5.7 shows nested features coded for 0.6 ptm (Fig. 5.7a) and 0.3 pm (Fig.
5.7b) etched with 80 sccm HBr, 500 W source power, 150 W bias power, and
2 mTorr chamber pressure. It is clear from these figures that the open area
adjacent to the nested lines is etching faster than the finer trench features.
Furthermore, the discrepancy in etching rates increases as feature widths narrow.
Similar to the case with HCl etching at 2 mTorr, this suggests neutral-limited
etching in the small trenches. This will decrease the impact of the added ion flux
near the corners of the trenches. Also evident in Fig. 5.7a and 5.7b is that the
microtrench formed in the open area is very broad and wide. In the narrower
features, then, this microtrench overlaps to form the more rounded bottom, seen
in Fig. 5.6d.
OKX50n 39 0 1 9333Tn 6425 07/10/98
(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: Cross-sections Showing ARDE at 2mTorr during HBr etching
Cross-sections of nested features etched with 80 sccm HBr, 500 W source power,
150 W bias power, 2 mTorr chamber pressure. (a) 0.6 pm; (b) 0.3 pm.
Thus, the etching behavior with HBr etching at 10 mTorr, and possibly at
2 mTorr, is different with and without the presence of an SiO 2 mask. This could
indicate that charging of the insulating mask layer affects profile evolution
during HBr etching. However, if charging played a role during HBr etching
through an SiO 2 mask, more ions should be deflected toward the side of the
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feature with an SiO2 mask, and more severe microtrenching would be expected.
The opposite trend is observed, however, as depicted in Figs. 5.6a and 5.6b.
Therefore, another mechanism must be the cause of this discrepancy. The role of
the mask material itself is discussed in Section 6.
5.4 Summary and Discussion
There are slight differences between the masked and maskless samples
presented in Figs. 5.1-5.3,5.5, and 5.6. However, in no case (save the 10 mTorr
HBr condition, which will be clarified later), did the microtrenching behavior
qualitatively change. Sharp, acute "groove" microtrenches remained grooves
even with the mask layer removed, as did the broad "wedge" microtrenches. In
the case of the maskless samples, these severely microtrenched profiles evolved
from the square, flat-bottomed profiles shown in Fig. 3.4b. This suggests
strongly that mask charging is not primarily responsible for microtrenching
during high density plasma etching of Si(100) at these conditions.
From the experimental profiles presented here, it is clear that including
charging effects, often a time-consuming operation for simulators, is unnecessary
during simulation of the etching of good conductors through an insulating mask
layer. Indeed, Hwang, et al simulated etching of a Si substrate through an
insulating mask (Hwang, 1998). At an electron temperature of 2 eV, no observed
difference was noted between profiles etched with charging effects included and
those without. A slight difference was noted at an electron temperature of 8 eV.
This electron temperature is too high to be physically attainable in typical etching
chambers, as 8eV approaches the ionization potential of the reactive gas (11.5 eV
for Cl 2). Electron temperatures in this study (containing typical etching
conditions in the Lam9400SE) were measured with a Langmuir probe and found
to be between 2 and 4 eV (Malyshev, 1998).
If pattern charging does not significantly contribute to the creation of
anomalous features at experimental conditions in this study, some other
mechanism must play a primary role. Simple ion reflection from bowed or
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tapered sidewalls seems the logical next candidate. However, this would then
rely on variations in the ion angular distribution function (IADF) to provide
grazing-angle ion bombardment for the creation of a microtrench. Experiments
conducted by Zheng, et al indicate that this distribution could be larger than
predicted by most profile simulators, and could vary significantly with plasma
condition (Zheng, 1995). Furthermore, Hoekstra, et al demonstrated that slight
changes in the quantity of reflected ions significantly affect microtrench
development (Hoekstra, 1998). Beyond simply altering the way profile
simulators calculate and utilize ion angular distribution, however, one other
mechanism may merit further review. Gerodolle, et al obtained good agreement
with experimental profiles of SF 6 etching of silicon through a simulation which
did not include any off-normal ions or ion reflection (Gerodolle, 1991). Instead,
the model relied only on adsorption, desorption, and surface diffusion. Sato, et al
also suggested that surface diffusion was a vital mechanism in the creation of
microtrenches (Sato, 1985). In this case, a greater flux of neutrals is expected near
the bottom edge of the feature, arriving from the sidewall and improving the
etch yield near the corners of the trench.
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6 The role of SiO 2 mask material, feature faceting, and neutral/ion
flux ratio during profile evolution
Section 5 documented that mask charging did not affect profile evolution at
the plasma conditions examined. During the course of that investigation,
however, several other feature anomalies were noted. Specifically, etching with
HBr was observed to be different with and without an Si0 2 mask. Also, facets
were observed at the tops of maskless features. In order to investigate these
second-order effects and to further investigate profile evolution across pressure
(found to be the most sensitive parameter for feature evolution in Section 4),
profiles were etched under the plasma conditions listed in Table 3. Section 6.1
examines the role of oxygen during HBr etching. Section 6.2 discusses the
formation of facets and the importance of faceting to the feature evolution
process. Section 6.3 contains an analysis of profile evolution with increasing
pressure.
The figures shown for each section are chosen to highlight the aspect of
feature evolution being discussed. However, the concepts presented are
applicable across all relevant plasma conditions, and cross-comparison of all the
feature profiles by the reader is encouraged. Toward this end, a comprehensive
archive of profiles etched under plasma conditions in Table 2 and 3 can be found
in Appendix B.
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TCP Power Bias Power Pressure Chemistry Flow
(W) (W) (mTorr) (sccm)
500 150 15 C12  80
500 150 25 C12  80
500 150 15 HBr 80
500 150 20 HBr 80
500 150 25 HBr 80
500 150 10 HBr/0 2  80/4
500 150 2 C12/0 2  80/4
Table 3 Plasma Etching Conditions for Pressure & Oxygen Studies
6.1 Oxygen
If charging of the insulating mask is not the source of the discrepancy
between samples etched in HBr with and without an SiO 2 mask (Figs. 5.6a and
5.6b), oxygen liberated from the mask during etching may play a role in altering
the etch behavior.
6.1.1 02 addition to HBr and Cl2 plasmas
Fig. 6.1 shows 0.6 pm nested trenches etched with a constant 500 W source
power, 150 W bias power, and 10 mTorr gas pressure. Figs. 6.1a and 6.1b utilize
80 sccm HBr with and without an SiO 2 mask, respectively. Fig. 6.1c was etched
with 80 sccm HBr and 4 sccm 02. The profile with an SiO 2 mask and the profile
etched with an added 02 flow exhibit straight sidewalls and flat trench bottoms,
confirming the role of oxygen in producing a straight trench sidewall. The same
oxygen effect is not noted in Cl2 plasmas. Fig. 6.2 shows trenches etched with a
constant 500 W source power, 150 W bias power, and 2 mTorr chamber pressure.
Figs. 6.2a and 6.2b were etched with 80 sccm Cl2 with and without an SiO 2 mask,
respectively. Fig. 6.2c was etched with 80 sccm Cl2 and 4 sccm 02, without an
SiO 2 mask. In this case, all the profiles are qualitatively the same. The added 02
flow had no effect on the resultant profile.
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Figure 6.1 Cross-sections Showing Effect of 02 Addition to HBr Plasma
Cross-sections of 0.60 ym nested features etched with 500 W source power,
150 W bias power, 10 mTorr chamber pressure and (a) 80 sccm HBr, SiO 2-
masked; (b) 80 sccm HBr, maskless; (c) 80 sccm HBr and 4 sccm 02, maskless.
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Figure 6.2: Cross-sections Showing Effect of 02 Addition to C12 Plasma
Cross-sections of 0.60 ym nested features etched with 500 W source power,
150 W bias power, 2 mTorr chamber pressure and (a) 80 sccm Cl 2 , SiO2-masked;
(b) 80 sccm C12, maskless; (c) 80 sccm C12 and 4 sccm 02, maskless.
6.1.2 Localized nature of oxygen effect during HBr etching
The beneficial effect of adding 02 during HBr etching is isolated to the
confined area of a trench. Fig. 6.3 shows isolated lines etched with a constant
500 W source power, 150 W bias power, and 10 mTorr chamber pressure. Figs.
6.3a and 6.3b were etched with 80 sccm HBr with and without an SiO 2 mask,
respectively. Fig. 6.3c was etched with 80 sccm HBr and 4 sccm 02 without an
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SiO 2 mask. In the isolated line case, the added 02 flow has no effect on the
resultant profile. Figs. 6.3b and 6.3c have identical tapered sidewalls, and a
wedge is formed at the base of the isolated lines. In the case with an SiO 2 mask
(Fig. 6.3a), however, the isolated line sidewalls remain straight and there is a
slight, broad microtrenching seen at the base of the line. Furthermore, in Fig.
6.1c, only the trench sidewalls and bottoms were affected by the added 02 flow.
The facets at the feature tops (to be discussed further in Section 6.2) remained.
333nm333nm
(a) (b)
(c)333nm
Figure 6.3: Effect of 02 Addition to HBr Plasma - Isolated Lines
Cross-sections of 0.60 stm isolated lines etched with 500 W source power, 150 W
bias power, 10 mTorr chamber pressure and (a) 80 sccm HBr, Si02-masked; (b)
80 sccm HBr, maskless; (c) 80 sccm HBr and 4 sccm 02, maskless.
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During etching with an SiO 2 mask, the effect of oxygen was also localized. To
illustrate the localized nature of the oxygen effect, a sample wafer was prepared
containing SiO2-masked features on half the wafer and maskless features on the
other half of the wafer. The entire wafer was etched with 80 sccm HBr, 500 W
source power, 150 W bias power, and 10 mTorr chamber pressure. Since the
mean free path of a species in the plasma at 10 mTorr is approximately 1 cm, any
effect of the liberated mask material on etching could be manifested on the
maskless side of the wafer. The results are shown in Fig. 6.4. Fig. 6.4a shows a
0.6pm maskless nested trench profile from an entire maskless wafer. Fig. 6.4b
shows the analogous maskless profile from a wafer with an SiO 2 mask on half the
wafer. These features are qualitatively identical with tapered sidewalls and
wedge microtrenches. This experiment affirms the localized nature of any
oxygen effect. Mask material liberated from the SiO 2 mask on one side of the
wafer has no effect on the etching taking place on the other half of the wafer,
despite the fact that the mean free path of liberated material is large enough for
such an effect to exist.
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Figure 6.4: Localized Nature of 02 Effect - Half-Wafer Experiment
Cross-sections of 0.6 pm nested features etched with 80 sccm HBr, 500 W source
power, 150 W bias power, 10 mTorr chamber pressure (a) from an entire
maskless wafer; (b) maskless feature from a wafer with SiO 2 present.
6.1.3 Role of 02 Addition during Profile Evolution
The role of the added oxygen (either in the feedgas or liberated from the
mask) could be to form an oxygen-rich sidewall passivation layer. Etching in
HBr would be selective to this oxygen-rich layer, preserving the vertical trench
sidewall and preventing microtrenching. Such a passivation layer has been
observed during etching with HBr/0 2 plasmas (Bell, 1997; Bestwick, 1990;
Kuroda, 1998). Our results suggest that such a layer is indeed beneficial to
controlling the sidewall and trench bottom profile. Such a layer would be
extremely thin. Although not explicitly shown here, the feature in Fig. 6.lc was
briefly dipped in an aqueous HF solution, in order to remove any passivating
oxygen-rich layer. SEM examination revealed no difference between the two
profiles, indicating that any layer was too thin (on the order of 1 nm) to be
observed with the SEM. Etching would be highly selective to this oxide layer,
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and even grazing-angle ion bombardment would not significantly alter the
sidewall profile. Also, ion scattering from this SiBrxOy layer could be
significantly different from scattering off the silicon substrate. Ions may not
"focus" to form a microtrench, as occurs in the absence of this layer (Dalton,
1993; Hoekstra, 1998; Nguyen, 1991; Sato, 1985).
The insensitivity of Cl2 plasmas to 02 flow has also been observed in the
literature (Guinn, 1995; Nishikawa, 1996). Further work is necessary to
determine the difference in etching mechanisms in Cl2 and HBr plasmas that
favors the formation of an oxidized sidewall in HBr plasmas.
The localized nature of this effect is more puzzling. Adding oxygen to the
feedgas resulted in straight trench sidewalls, but had no effect on isolated line
sidewalls. This suggests that any oxygen-rich sidewall layer was formed from
redeposition of products within the confined area of a trench. Similar products
in the open area may be less susceptible to redeposition. This is borne out in the
half-wafer experiment (Fig. 6.4). Maskless profiles on one side of the wafer are
unaffected by oxygen on the other side. Therefore, any effect of oxygen liberated
from the mask layer would have to come from localized incorporation of oxygen
into sidewall films rather than from oxygen put into the plasma and
subsequently reacting elsewhere on the sample. There is little evidence in the
literature to either support or contradict this mechanism. Bestwick, et al
observed a SiBrx~y layer on polysilicon sidewalls during etching with an SiO 2
mask in HBr plasmas (Bestwick, 1990). However, no attempt was made to locate
the origin of the oxygen and isolate the effect of oxygen liberated from the mask
layer versus oxygen from quartz in the system. In studies of PR-masked samples,
the existence and origin of a carbon-containing passivation layer has been in
some dispute (Cheng, 1996; Haverlag, 1994). Cheng, et al, did not observe carbon
on polysilicon sidewalls during etching of PR-masked samples in HBr plasmas
(Cheng, 1996). Haverlag, et al, however, did observe a carbon-containing
passivation layer during etching under similar conditions (Haverlag, 1994). In
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that case, however, over 50 times more PR area was exposed to the plasma.
From these disparate results, Cheng, et al suggested that the mechanism for
carbon deposition on the sidewall was likely not line-of-sight deposition, but
rather carbon which had been released into the gas phase and returned to the
surface after collisions (Cheng, 1996). Results in this study suggest that the
mechanism for incorporating oxygen from an SiO 2 mask into a protective
sidewall film may be significantly different from that of PR.
6.2 Faceting of Si(100)
Faceting of the Si was observed at the top of features during etching of the
maskless samples. Fig. 6.5 shows the tops of 0.6 ptm nested trench profiles etched
under four different Cl2 plasma conditions utilized in this study. In order to
focus the discussion on faceting, only the trench tops are shown. The trenches
were etched to approximately the same depth with 80 sccm Cl2 and 150 W bias
power. Figs. 6.5a and 6.5b were etched with 10 mTorr chamber pressure and 250
and 500 W source power, respectively. Figs. 6.5c and 6.5d were etched with
2 mTorr chamber pressure and 250 and 500 W source power, respectively. The
discussion that follows examines how these facets form, why they develop
differently at different plasma conditions, and how they impact the feature
evolution process.
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Figure 6.5 Cross-sections of Observed Faceting
Cross-sections of the tops of maskless 0.6 tm nested features etched with 80 sccm
C12, 150 W bias power, and varying source powers and pressures.
6.2.1 Facet Formation
Profiles in Fig. 6.5 suggest that the angular dependence of the etching yield
does undergo a maximum during many plasma etching conditions, and the
angular dependence is a strong function of the plasma parameters. Decreasing
the pressure from 10 to 2 mTorr, and therefore decreasing the neutral/ion flux
ratio, increases the severity of the facet (compare Figs. 6.5a and b with Figs. 6.5c
and d). Similarly, increasing the source power, and thereby increasing the ion
flux, increases the severity of the facet (compare Figs. 6.5b and d with Figs. 6.5a
and c). This suggests that the neutral/ion flux ratio is a powerful quantity in
determining the angular dependence of the etching yields. While the flux ratio
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used to achieve the flat feature top in Fig. 6.5c may result in an angular
dependence of etching that resembles the curve obtained by Chang, et. al, the
flux ratio at a lower pressure (Fig. 6.5a) will be significantly lower and may result
in an angular dependence of etching which undergoes a maximum at the facet
angle.
Table 4 lists the measured facet angles, etching rates at normal incidence,
etching rates at the facet angle of incidence, and selectivities measured for the
profiles shown in Fig. 6.5. Etching rates at normal incidence were measured
from SiO2-masked samples not explicitly shown here, but contained in Appendix
B. Enhanced etching rates at the facet angle of incidence were computed by
adding the depth of the facet to the expected etch depth of the normal surface
and dividing by etch time. The expected etch depth utilized was equivalent to
the etch depth of the SiO2-masked samples, which had been etched for the same
amount of time. No etch depth calculation is possible from measuring the
maskless samples, as both the top and bottom of the trench are etched.
Normalized etching rates were determined by dividing the etching rate at peak
incidence by the etching rate at normal incidence. Selectivities for each condition
are also reported in the table. Since SiO 2 etching in a Cl2 plasma is a largely
physical process, the selectivity should be an indication of how important the
physical sputtering process is to the overall silicon etching at that condition. As
reported in Table 4, the condition that does not produce faceting at the feature
tops (a) also has the highest selectivity (8.8).
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Etching Rate Etching Rate at
at Normal Facet Facet Angle of
Incidence Angle Incidence Normalized
Figure (A/ s) (0) (A/ s) Etching Rate Selectivity
a 62.5 N/A N/A N/A 8.8
b 88 48 105 1.19 6
c 47 47 55 1.17 6.3
d 70.3 53 83 1.18 4.5
Table 4 Faceting Data
Etching rates at normal incidence, facet angles, etching rates at facet angles of
incidence, and selectivities for the plasma conditions depicted in Fig. 6.5.
The facets develop independent of crystallographic orientation. Fig. 6.6 shows
0.35 [tm nested trenches etched in undoped polycrystalline silicon with 80 sccm Cl2,
250 W source power, 150 W bias power, and 2 mTorr chamber pressure (analogous to
the condition used for Fig. 11c). The polysilicon sample preparation has been
described in Section 3.2.3. Due to the limited depth of the polycrystalline silicon film
(1 gm), the trenches could not be etched to the same depth as the Si(100) samples.
However, the facet at the top of the silicon feature forms an angle of ~46' with the
surface normal, in good agreement with the ~47' measured for the Si(100) sample.
Figure 6.6 Faceting in Poly-Si
Cross-section of maskless 0.35 pim nested features etched in polycrystalline
silicon with 80 sccm C12, 250 W source power, 150 W bias power, and 2 mTorr
chamber pressure.
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The faceting behavior is more severe during etching with HBr plasmas, as
seen by comparing the feature top shown in Fig. 6.5b with the analogous feature
etched with HBr, shown in Fig. 5.1b. The features were etched to approximately
the same depth.
The angular dependence of the etching yield determines not only how and
when facets will form, but also what angles will propagate self-similarly into the
substrate. A structure consisting of planes that have the same etching yield will
propagate self-similarly into the substrate, while planes with different etching
yields will become distorted. Fig. 6.7 illustrates this concept by displaying the
results of etching a faceted feature under a plasma condition that, alone, would
not produce facets. A maskless sample (Fig. 6.7a) was etched with 80 sccm Cl 2,
250 W source power, 150 W bias power, and 2 mTorr chamber pressure, yielding
the profile facets shown in Fig. 6.7b with facets at the feature top. The angular
yield curve corresponding to this behavior (with a peak at the facet angle of
incidence), adapted using the methods for extracting the angular dependence of
etching yield described by Kapur, et al (Kapur, 1998) is included in Fig. 6.7. The
sample was then etched with 80 sccm Cl2, 250 W source power, 150 W bias
power, and 10 mTorr chamber pressure. This etch recipe alone would yield the
profile shown in Fig. 6.7c, with no facets at the feature tops. This likely
corresponds to an angular dependence of the etching yield similar to the curve
obtained by Chang, et al (Chang, 1997) shown in Fig. 6.7. However, on our
previously-etched sample, we observed the profile shown in Fig. 6.7d. The top
feature facets are maintained during the second etch, despite the fact that the
plasma condition alone would not cause faceting. While this condition will not
induce faceting, it will transfer the angled pattern self-similarly into the material.
This is consistent with the fact that the etching rate parallel to the directional ion
flux will be proportional to the yield at the ion incident angle (Chapman, 1980).
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Figure 6.7 Facet Propagation
Cross sections of tops of nested features; (a) maskless samples before etching; (b)
maskless sample after etching in 80 sccm C12, 250 W source power, 150 W bias
power, and 2 mTorr chamber pressure; (c) maskless sample after etching in
80 sccm C12, 250 W source power, 150 W bias power, and 10 mTorr chamber
pressure; (d) sample shown in (b) after etching with 80 sccm C12, 250 W source
power, 150 W bias power, and 10 mTorr chamber pressure.
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6.2.2 The Effect of Feature Facets on Profile Evolution
The existence of facets at the top of maskless features no doubt affects the
etching behavior. First, an observation can be made about what the existence of
this angular-dependent etching behavior does to the feature as a whole. In Fig.
6.8, two profiles are shown etched with a constant 80 sccm Cl2, 150 W bias power,
and 10 mTorr chamber pressure. Fig. 6.8a was etched with 250 W source power
and exhibits no faceting at the feature top, indicating that the etching yield does
not favor a particular angle. Conversely, Fig. 6.8b was etched with 500 W source
power, and does show a slight facet at the feature top. The appearance of an
angle is also noted at the feature bottom. Both features develop grooves at the
trench bottom. However, in Fig. 6.8a, the trench bottom is rounded in the
middle, whereas the trench bottom is more angular in Fig. 6.8b. This slight
difference is again due to the angular dependence of the etching rate. The
rounded trench bottom presents all angles to the plasma, and in Fig. 6.8b, one
particular angle is favored. The same angle, however, is not formed at both the
facet and the feature bottom. This could be due to the fact that the behavior at
the trench bottom is complicated by the reflected ions which cause the
microtrenching. In Fig. 6.8a, since the etching yield is likely constant up to a
critical angle, the bottom is a fairly accurate portrayal of the added ion flux,
greatest at the base of the sidewall, and least in the trench middle. However, in
Fig. 6.8b, the reflected ion flux likely has the same gradient (the sidewalls are the
same), but the angle at which the ion impacts the trench bottom will affect the
etching. Since the reflected ions will alter the ion flux to each surface, the angle
at the trench bottom may not necessarily be the same as that of the facet.
Although the effect is slight it is vital to note that there is not a different
mechanism for microtrench formation between these two plasma conditions.
There is simply a variation in the angular dependence of the etching rates. This
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effect occurs in SiO2-masked samples as well. It is not a result of the facets at the
feature tops, but an interesting effect generated by the same mechanism.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.8: Cross-sections illustrating effect of angular etching yield
Cross-sections of maskless 0.6 tm nested features etched with 80 sccm Cl2, 150 W
bias power, 10 mTorr chamber pressure and (a) 250 W source power; (b) 500 W
source power.
The presence of the facet at the feature top does have some slight direct
effects on the profile development. In maskless features with facets at the top, an
additional declivity is observed in the open area. Fig. 6.9 shows 0.6 gm isolated
lines etched with 80 sccm C12, 500 W source power, 150 W bias power, and
2 mTorr chamber pressure. Fig. 6.9a has an SiO 2 mask, and Fig. 6.9b is from a
maskless sample. There is a marked declivity in the open area of Fig. 6.9b that is
absent in Fig. 6.9a. This declivity may be caused by an added flux of ions
reflected off the facet at the top of the feature in Fig. 6.9b. This added flux of ions
is depicted by a cone in Fig. 6.9b, created by connecting the corners of the
observed depression with the corners of the top facet. The effect of this added
ion flux in nested features is shown in Fig. 6.10, where 0.6 tm nested features are
etched under the same plasma condition. Fig. 6.10a shows a trench etched
through an SiO 2 mask, and Fig. 6.10b is from a maskless sample. The cone
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generated in Fig. 6.9b is placed on Fig. 6.10b. Although difficult to see, the base
of this cone is aligned with a slight inflection point in the sidewall, which is not
present in Fig. 6.10a. As has been discussed in detail in Section 4, there is a
strong correlation between the shape of the sidewall and the trench bottom
during feature evolution. Slight variations in the sidewall can impact the shape
of the trench bottom. The added ion flux to the nested feature sidewall in this
case, causes an inflection point in the sidewall that creates a dual-angle trench
bottom, as seen by comparing Figs. 6.10a and 6.10b. The effect here is slight, but
the mechanism is important, as these variations could otherwise be incorrectly
attributed to the effect of an insulating mask layer.
250nmI \ | 250nm
(a)
Additional declivity
Figure 6.9: The Effect of Facets on Open Area Etching
Cross-sections of 0.6 ptm isolated lines etched with 80 sccm Cl 2, 500 W source
power, 150 W bias power, and 2 mTorr chamber pressure. (a) SiO 2-masked; (b)
maskless.
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Figure 6.10 The Effect of Facets on Nested Feature Etching
Cross-sections of 0.6 prm nested features etched with 80 sccm C12, 500 W source
power, 150 W bias power, and 2 mTorr chamber pressure. (a) SiO2-masked; (b)
maskless.
6.2.3 The role of facets during feature evolution
The existence of facets in the maskless samples suggests that physical
sputtering plays a significant role under many of these plasma conditions. The
role of physical sputtering varies with plasma condition, and appears to be most
sensitive to the neutral/ion flux ratio. Coburn similarly observed that the
relative importance of physical sputtering during Ar+ etching of polysilicon in
the presence of C12 neutrals decreased with increasing neutral/ion flux ratio
(Coburn, 1994).
The angular yield curve, then, is likely an indication of the neutral- or ion-
limited state of the etching condition. Etching yields typically increase sharply at
low flux ratios, indicating a neutral-limited regime. At higher flux ratios, only
modest increases in etch yields are noted, indicating an ion-limited regime
(Chang, 1997). An angular etch yield curve that is constant through ~40' is likely,
then, an indication that the etch lies in a completely ion-limited regime. In that
case, the surface is completely satiated with neutral species, and all broken bonds
can be involved in product formation with reactive neutrals. The role of
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incoming ions there is to provide more sites for product formation, resulting in
total chemical sputtering, a mechanism which has no angular dependence, save
for large off-normal angles. Once the etch moves toward the neutral-limited
regime, however, a peak in the angular etch yields is likely to occur. In this case,
all broken bonds cannot be involved in product formation with reactive neutrals,
and physical sputtering begins to play a significant role. Ions involved in
physical sputtering will have a higher yield at -40-60', creating an overall
maximum in the etching yield at those angles.
The fact that faceting grows worse in HBr plasmas supports the idea that a
facet results from the competition between chemical and physical sputtering.
The flux ratio could be significantly different in HBr plasmas. Precise
neutral/ion fluxes are difficult to obtain in both cases. Measurements in the
literature indicate that the ion flux in HBr plasmas could be 17 percent lower
than in analogous Cl2 plasmas (Cheng, 1995). Direct Langmuir probe
measurements for the plasma conditions in this study indicate, however, that the
ion densities are approximately equal for etching with HBr or Cl2 at 500 W
source power, 150 W bias power, and 10 mTorr chamber pressure (Malyshev,
1998). An altered neutral flux in the HBr plasmas could result in a shift in the
importance of the sputtering component of etching, causing the facet to be more
prominent in HBr. Another possibility is the different surface coverage by Br in
HBr plasmas than Cl coverage in Cl2 plasmas. Surface coverage by C1 in a C12
plasma has been measured to be 1.6 times greater than Br coverage in a HBr
plasma (Cheng, 1996). The diminished surface coverage could serve to push the
etch further into a neutral-limited regime, decreasing the importance of the
chemical component of etching and increasing the importance of physical
sputtering, which promotes the formation of a facet.
These observations point to the importance of accurately determining the
angular etching yield for use in a profile simulator. The angular behavior will
change with plasma parameter, and it is vital to take these changes into account,
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especially if reflected ions and microtrenching are taken into consideration.
Furthermore, the ability to control the angular dependence of etching yield could
be extremely valuable. We have demonstrated that this parameter controls
which planes propagate self-similarly. In this way, one can control how different
angles propagate and how different planes perturb.
Of course, knowing the angular dependence of the etching yields is only half
the battle. To simulate ion reflection and subsequent etching (and therefore to
simulate microtrench formation), the precise science of ion reflection needs to be
known. Little quantitative information is known about ion reflection. Many
simulators and studies invoke specular reflection from trench sidewalls as a
probable mechanism for microtrench formation (Hoekstra, 1998; Nguyen, 1991;
Westerheim, 1995). Abrams and Graves, however, have shown that the
assumption of specular reflection may not be valid for Ar+ bombardment of SiO 2
if the surface is not smooth, and surfaces suffering ion impacts at angles less than
85' are likely to be rough (Abrams, 1998). The cone of reflected species depicted
in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 suggest that the ion reflection behavior may, in fact be quite
complex. The cone drawn corresponds well with an added sidewall inflection
point across feature sizes. The cone, however, is not specular from the facet
plane. It could either represent specular reflection from the edge of the facet,
which is actually rounded, or non-specular reflection from the roughened facet
face. The fact that a similar inflection point is not seen in SiO2- masked features
where the mask is faceted is perhaps an indication that ion reflection off of these
two materials is quite different.
6.3 Neutral/Ion Flux Ratio
Results presented above outlined the importance of the neutral/ion flux ratio
to the formation of a facet, as manifested by the change in facet behavior across
pressures. In Section 4, it was noted that increasing pressure was found to have
a greater effect than either source power or bias power on changing the
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qualitative feature profile. The importance of pressure is shown again in Figs.
6.11 and 6.12.
1250 nm
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.11: Cross-sections of HBr-etched Trenches Across Pressures
Cross-sections of maskless 0.6 tm nested features etched with 80 sccm HBr,
500 W source power, 150 W bias power and (a) 10 mTorr; (b) 15 mTorr, (c)
20 mTorr, and (d) 25 mTorr chamber pressure.
(b) (c)
- 250nm
(d)
Figure 6.12: Cross-sections of C12-etched Trenches Across Pressure
Cross-sections of maskless 0.6 [tm nested features etched with 80 sccm Cl 2, 500 W
source power, 150 W bias power and (a) 2 mTorr; (b) 10 mTorr, (c) 15 mTorr, and
(d) 25 mTorr chamber pressure.
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6.3.1 Similarity between profiles etched with HBr and Cl 2
Profiles in Fig. 6.11 were etched with 80 sccm HBr, 500 W source power,
and 150 W bias power, without an SiO2 mask. Figs. 6.11a-d were etched with 10,
15, 20, and 25 mTorr chamber pressure, respectively. From 10 to 15 mTorr, a
large change in the qualitative appearance of the microtrench is observed. The
trenching changes from a broad wedge shape to an acute groove at 15 mTorr.
Between 15 and 20 mTorr, a large change in the faceting behavior occurs. The
severe facets at 10 and 15 mTorr, are mild at 20 mTorr, and eliminated at
25 mTorr. Fig. 6.12 shows nested features etched with 80 sccm C12, 500 W source
power, and 150 W bias power, without an SiO 2 mask. Figs. 6.12a-d were etched
with 2, 10, 15, and 25 mTorr chamber pressure, respectively. Here, the
microtrench changes from a broad wedge shape to an acute groove between 2
and 10 mTorr (Fig. 6.12a and b). By 15 mTorr, the facets have become mild, and
they are eliminated at 25 mTorr.
6.3.2 Discussion of profile similarities
The similarity between the features generated during etching with C12
plasmas and HBr plasmas, albeit at different pressures, suggests that feature
profile evolution, in the absence of a complicating mask material, is much more
sensitive to the physical nature of the plasma than to its chemical aspects. By
adjusting physical parameters, one can compensate for the difference in
chemistry. This is, again, in the absence of a complicating mask material or
deposition layer. We determined before that the disappearance of a facet
signaled the transition between neutral-limited and ion-limited regimes. In our
profiles, then, this transition occurs slightly above 20 mTorr for our HBr plasma,
and slightly above 15 mTorr for our Cl2 plasma. While the profile evolution
process is identical in both maskless Cl2 and HBr samples, the absolute pressures
where vital changes occur are different. The offset in absolute temperature is
likely due to the lesser Br surface coverage compared to Cl. The elimination of
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facets, however, does not correspond to the change in microtrench formation
from broad wedges to narrow grooves. This change must be governed by some
other mechanism. Changes in the IADF with increasing pressure may cause the
transition between broad wedge and narrow groove microtrenches. Also,
different reflection characteristics for Cl and Br ions off of silicon sidewalls may
account for the difference in absolute pressures where we observe the same
profiles.
6.4 Summary
Etching in HBr plasmas was found to be sensitive to small amounts of oxygen
in the plasma, including the oxygen liberated from an SiO 2 mask during etching
of the underlying silicon. In nested trenches, the oxygen flux resulted in straight
sidewalls and flat trench bottoms. However, widening of isolated lines was
observed, suggesting that the mechanism is different in open areas than within
the confined area of a trench. No similar sensitivity to oxygen in Cl2 plasmas
was observed.
Faceting of the Si was observed at the top of Si lines when no mask layer was
present. The angle and severity of the facet changed with the plasma condition,
suggesting that the neutral/ion flux ratio plays a significant role in determining
the angular dependence of the etching yield in high density plasma systems.
These facets caused profile anomalies to develop in the neighboring sidewall,
suggesting that there was a mechanism for non-specular ion scattering off these
surfaces.
Pressure was found to be a vital parameter in determining the qualitative
feature profile. This suggests, again, that the neutral/ion flux ratio is vital to
determining the resultant feature profile. Similarities between profiles etched
with HBr and Cl2 plasmas, albeit at different pressures, with no mask layer
suggest that the effect of a different feedgas chemistry, or a larger ion, can be
compensated for by adjusting the physical parameters of the plasma.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
Through extensive experimental investigation, this thesis has been able to
clarify several facts about the feature evolution process, and the mechanisms
involved in creating profile anomalies. A large set of feature profiles has been
recorded and partially cataloged in Appendices A and B. These archives can be
used in tests of computational profile models.
The role of plasma parameter on profile evolution was observed through a
comprehensive study of polycrystalline silicon etching. Increasing source power
increased etching rates, and had relatively little effect on microtrench behavior.
Increasing bias energy also increased etching rates, and significantly reduced
microtrenching. Increasing pressure qualitatively changed the microtrench
shape from broad, narrow wedges to sharp, acute grooves. Most importantly, a
strong correlation between sidewall shape and microtrench behavior was
observed. Tapered sidewalls gave rise to broad wedge microtrenches, while
bowed sidewalls yielded the sharply grooved microtrenches.
It was determined that mask charging did not have a significant effect on
microtrench formation at the plasma conditions studied. Removing the
insulating mask layer, and even replacing the insulating mask layer with a
conducting layer in one case, had minimal effects on the final profile.
Etching with HBr was found to be sensitive to the mask material.
Specifically, etching through an SiO 2 mask straightened sidewall profiles and
flattened trench bottoms. Oxygen addition to the HBr plasma was able to
duplicate that effect on maskless samples only within the confined areas of
trenches. No beneficial 02 effect was seen in the maskless isolated lines. Similar
oxygen addition in a Cl 2 plasma had no effect on resultant profiles.
Facets were observed at the tops of maskless silicon profiles. It was
determined that each plasma condition yields a unique angular etch yield curve.
This curve determines the facet angle, and planes with the same etch yield will
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propagate self-similarly into the substrate. Furthermore, the facets had some
effects on profile evolution. Enhanced areas of etching in the open areas and
nested feature sidewalls were found to correspond to a cone of enhanced flux
caused by scattering from the facet.
The feature evolution process, in the absence of a complicating mask
layer, was found to be identical in HBr and Cl2 plasmas across increasing
pressure, albeit at different absolute pressures. The physical nature of the
plasma is therefore likely more crucial to profile evolution than the feedgas
chemistry.
There are many areas for possible future research. A good experimental
profile base has been established, and there are several areas where more
quantitative information (rather than more profiles) is now required to
determine the mechanisms at work.
First, the sensitivity of HBr etching to oxygen merits further review. The
creation of a thin sidewall layer seems to agree with the profiles. Analysis of the
sidewall content is necessary to determine exactly how much oxygen is
incorporated into the profile.
Also, there is evidence of ion reflection off of faceted surfaces (both silicon
and SiO 2). More precise information is needed about the dynamics of ion
scattering from surfaces that are constantly experiencing ion bombardment. To
fully understand (or model) the feature evolution process, the directionality and
energy conservation of any reflected fluxes needs to be precisely known.
Finally, it was demonstrated that charging of an insulating mask layer did
not affect profile development in this study. However, recent experiments
(Bjorkman, 1998; Schaepkens, 1998) have shown that profile evolution during
oxide etching could be significantly different than the evolution process in silicon
etching. Further experimental feature evolution work in oxide etching is
certainly warranted, and could yield further data about the charging of
insulating layers.
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9 Appendix A - Polysilicon Profile Archive
Following is an archive of the profiles discussed in Section 4. Shallow
(-5000 A etched) and deep (-9000 A etched) profiles for 0.6 prm nested trenches,
0.6 gm isolated lines, and 0.35 gm nested trenches are shown, where available.
Profiles are displayed for the plasma conditions listed in Table 1.
Condition 1 - 250 W source power, 150 W bias power, 2 mTorr, 80 sccm Cl2
Time Etched - 87s (shallow) & 156s (deep)
Condition 2 - 500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 2 mTorr, 80 sccm Cl2
Time Etched: 64s (shallow) & 116s (deep)
- 95 -
Condition 3 - 250 W source power, 250 W bias power, 2 mTorr, 80 sccm Cl2
Time Etched: 77s (shallow) & 138s (deep)
Condition 4 - 500 W source power, 250 W bias power, 2 mTorr, 80 sccm C12
Time Etched: 53s (shallow) & 95s (deep)
- 96 -
Condition 5 - 250 W source power, 150 W bias power, 10 mTorr, 80 sccm Cl2
Time Etched: 66s (shallow) & 119s (deep)
Condition 6 - 500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 10 mTorr, 80 sccm Cl2
Time Etched: 49s (shallow) & 88s (deep)
- 97-
"1 4
Condition 7 - 250 W source power, 250 W bias power, 10 mTorr, 80 sccm C12
Time Etched: 51s (shallow) & 92s (dee )
Condition 8 - 500 W source power, 250 W bias power, 10 mTorr, 80 sccm Cl2
Time Etched: 42s (shallow) & 75s (deep)
- 98 -
Condition 9 - 500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 10 mTorr, 80 sccm HBr
Time Etched: 88s (shallow) & 158s (deen)
Condition 10 - 500 W source power, 350 W bias power, 10 mTorr, C12
Time Etched: 35s (shallow) & 64s (deep)
- 99 -
-100-
Condition 11 - 250 W source power, 150 W bias power, 25 mTorr, 80 sccm Cl2
Time Etched: 115s (deer)
Condition 12 - 250 W source power, 150 W bias power, 50 mTorr, 80 sccm Cl2
Time Etched: 100s (shallow) & 180s (deep)
Condition 13 - 750 W source power, 150 W bias power, 10 mTorr, 80 sccm C12
Time Etched: 41s (shallow) & 74s (deep)
Condition 14 - 500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 10 mTorr, 80 sccm HCl
Time Etched: 83s (shallow) & 127s (deep)
- 101 -
-102-
Condition 15 - 500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 10 mTorr, 40 sccm C12
Time Etched: 80s (deep)
10 Appendix B - c-Si Profile Archive
Following is an archive of the profiles discussed in Section 5 and 6. Profiles
of 0.6 ptm nested trenches, isolated lines, and 0.35 jim nested trenches are shown,
where available. SiO2-masked and maskless profiles are shown, where available.
Profiles are displayed for plasma conditions listed in Tables 2 and 3.
-103-
250 W source power, 150 W bias power, 2 mTorr, 80 sccm Cl2
Time Etched: 200s
SiO2-Masked
Maskless
500 W source power, 150
Time Etched: 160s
SiO2-Masked
Maskless
250 W source power, 150
Time Etched: 140s
SiO2-Masked
Maskless
W bias power, 2 mTorr, 80 sccm Cl 2
W bias power, 10 mTorr, 80 sccm C12
-104-
500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 10 mTorr, 80 sccm C12
Time Etched: 140s
SiO2-Masked
Maskless
250 W source power, 250 W bias power, 10 mTorr, 80 sccm C12
Time Etched: 200s
SiO2-Masked
Maskless
-105-
500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 15 mTorr, 80 sccm C12
Time Etched: 140s
Maskless
500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 20 morr, 80 sccm C 1
Time Etched: 140s
Maskiess
500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 25 mTorr, 80 sccm C12
Time Etched: 140s
Maskless
-106-
500 W source power, 150
Time Etched: 270s
W bias power, 2 mTorr, 80 sccm HCl
SiO2-Masked
Maskless
500 W source power, 150 W bias power 10 mTorr, 80 sccm HC
Time Etched: 145s
SiO2-Masked
Maskless
-107-
500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 2 mTorr, 80 sccm HBr
Time Etched: 270s
Si02-Masked
Maskless
-108-
500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 10 mTorr, 80 sccm HBr
Time Etched: 270s
SiO2-Masked
Maskless
500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 15 mTorr, 80 sccm HBr
Time Etched: 270s
SiO2-Masked
Maskless, 400s
500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 20 mTorr, 80 sccm HBr
Time Etched: 400s
Maskless
-109-
500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 25 mTorr, 80 sccm HBr
Time Etched: 270s
SiO2-Masked
Maskless
500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 10 mTorr, 80 sccm HBr, 4 sccm 02
Time Etched: 270s, Maskless
500 W source power, 150 W bias power, 2 mTorr, 80 sccm C12, 4 sccm 02
Time Etched: 160s
-110-
